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Book Descriptions:

canon powershot a3200 is manual

Readinc to use the camera properly.Choose a Movie mode. Miniature Effect You can shoot movies
that look like a miniature model p. MENU Press the button. Playback Speeds and Estimated
Playback Times for I Min. Clips Approx. Lock the exposure. After releasing the shutter button, press
the A button to lock the exposure.Some functions, however, may not be available depending on the
Shooting mode.The movie editing panel and the movie editing bar will appear. Movie Editing Panel
Set the editing range. The movie will be saved as a new file. Movethezoomlevertoward Images will
display in an index. The number of images increase each time you move the lever toward The
number of images decrease each time you move the lever toward Choose an image. Choose a jump
method. The jump method and the position of the currently displayed image will appear. The display
will zoom in on the image and will appear. If you continue to hold the zoom lever, it will zoom in up
to a maximum factor of approximately 10x.If you choose one of those images, the camera will select
four more images letting you enjoy playing back images in an unexpected order. This will work best
if you take many shots of various scenes. Using the supplied AV cable p. The image will appear on
the TV nothing will appear on the screen of the camera. Choose a selection method.MENU If you
press the button, a confirmation screen will appear.You cannot choose images before the first image.
Since erased images cannot be recovered, exercise adequate caution before erasing. Protected
images p. 122 cannot be erased.MENU If you press the button, confirmation screen will
appear.Choose a selection method.To choose additional images, repeat the above procedure.
Complete the setting. MENU If you press the button, a confirmation screen will appear. Rotate the
image. Press the 4 buttons to choose an image.Also, when the overall image is lacking in contrast,
the camera will automatically correct the image for a sharper
impression.http://www.klcconsulting.eu/klc/jonway-250-service-manual.xml

canon powershot a3200 is manual, canon powershot a3200 is manual pdf, canon
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The displayed screens and available functions will differ. Open the cover and insert the cables small
plug firmly into the camera terminal. Printing will start. Follow Steps 1 5 on p. 138 to display screen
on the left. Choose a menu option.A frame will appear around the portion the image to be trimmed.
Choose a paper size.Borderless Prints without a border. Choose how many copies of an image are
printed on a Nup sheet. Prints ID photos. ID Photo Only images with the same resolution as the
cameras L Large recording pixet setting can be chosen. Follow Steps 1 5 on p. 138 to choose movie.
Choose a printing method. These selection methods comply with the DPOF Digital. Choose images.
Follow Steps 2 and 3 on p. 123 to choose images.;. The first part of this chapter explains convenient
and commonly used functions. The latter part explains how to change shooting and playback settings
to suit your purposes. No stairup image Preset images cannot be modified Preset images You can set
recorded images, and use the. Refer to the Software Guide for details. Changing File Number
Assignment Images you shoot are automatically assigned file numbers in the order they were taken,
from 0001 9999, and saved to folders of up to 2,000 images. Z io secl Dispiays i mages f oi
iheseiiimel Hoid The image displays u niii you press the shutter button halfway. Image stabilization
is always on. You can confirm the effects directly on the display, which makes it easier to check the
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Continuous composition or focus. Resumes with the image last Last seen viewed. Turn off the
camera.If the items below do not solve your problem, contact a Canon Customer Support Help Desk
as listed on the included customer support list. Power You pressed the power button, but nothing
happened. Perforrn a lowlevel format of the mernory card in the camera p. 151. Cannot make
settings for shooting functions or FUNC. menu. The items in which settings can be made differ
depending on the shooting
mode.http://www.sonnenheizungen.ch/fckeditor/editor/images/jonway-250-manual.xml

It may be possible to solve the problem when the camera is connected to a computer via cable by
reducing the transfer speed.Check the image in Playback mode. If this error code reappears, note
the Error number Exx and contact a Canon Customer Support Help Desk as there may be a problem
with the camera. For stubborn dirt contact a Canon Customer Support Help Desk as listed on the
customer support leaflet supplied with your camera. When you move the camera. Camera
specifications or appearance are subject to change without notice. AC Adapter Kit. Digital
Zoom.Accessories.Discreet Shooting Mode.AE Lock. 100, 109 Display Language.AF Frames. Canon
PowerShot A3200 IS equipped with a 14.1 MP CCD sensor delivers stunning results for large prints.
The 5x 28140mm wideangle optical zoom lens lets you capture sweeping landscapes as well as
closeups. The Optical Image Stabilizer ensures clear, steady shots every time. The PowerShot A3300
IS features Smart AUTO mode, which automatically selects the most appropriate scene from a
possible 32 and applies the best settings for a perfect shot. The Easy Mode which makes shooting
photos with one touch. Other highlights include 2.7inch LCD screen, 720p HD video recording,
manual shooting modes, Face Detection, Auto RedEye Correction, Discreet Mode, LowLight mode
and 6 Creative Filters. If anything is missing, contact the retailer where you purchased the
camera.Please note that Canon Inc., its subsidiaries and affiliates, and its distributors are not liable
for any consequential damages arising from any malfunction of a camera or accessory, including
memory cards, that results in the failure of an image to be recorded or to be recorded in a way that
is machine readable. Warning Against Copyright Infringement ThView Look at my pictures.27 1 Easy
playback Easy Mode.29 Automatically play back pictures slideshow.116 Look at my pictures on a
TV.120 Look at my pictures on a computer.34 Quickly search pictures.

The latter part of this chapter explains how to shoot and view images in Easy mode, how to shoot
and view movies, and how to transfer images to a computer.Be sure to charge the battery as it is not
charged at the time of purchase. Remove the cover. Insert the battery. Align the o marks on the
battery and charger, then insert the battery by sliding it in and down . Charge the battery. For
CB2LA Flip out the plug and plug the charger into a power outlet . For CB2LAE Plug the power cord
into CB2LA the charger, then plug the other end into a power outlet. Depending on your computer’s
OS version, SDXC memory cards may not be recognized even when using a commercially available
card reader.Insert the memory card as shown until it locks into place with a click. Be sure the
memory card is oriented correctly. Inserting the memory card in the wrong direction could damage
the camera. Terminal A2200 Label Close the cover. Close the cover , and press downward as you
slide it until it clicks into place . SD, SDHC and SDXC memory cards have a wrOpen the cover and
press the battery lock in the direction of the arrow. The battery will pop up. Remove the memory
card. Push the memory card in until you hear a click, then slowly release it. The memory card will
pop up. Number of Shots per Memory Card Memory Card 4 GB 16 GB Approx. 935 A3300 IS Approx.
3830 A3300 IS Approx. 1058 A3200 IS Approx. 4334 A3200 IS Number of Shots Approx. 1058
A2200Turn on the camera. Press the power button. Set the date and time. Press the qr buttons to
choose an option. Press the op buttons to set a value. Complete the setting.Move the zoom lever to
choose the 3 tab. Change the date and time. Follow Steps 2 and 3 on p. 19 to adjust the setting.
Press the n button to close the menu. In this document are contains instructions and explanations on
everything from setting up the device for the first time for users who still didn’t understand about
basic function of the camera.
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Canon A3200 IS Canon PowerShot A3200 IS user manual Files with a.pdf extension can be viewed
and printed consistently by anyone, regardless of platfor. EOS M og EOS Rserierne af spejllose
fullframekameraer leverer samme styrke som et digitalt spejlreflekskamera i et kompakt kamera. Fa
mere at vide om vores brug af cookies og rediger dine cookieindstillinger her. Du accepterer vores
brug af cookies pa din enhed ved at fortstte med at bruge vores webside eller ved at klikke pa Jeg
accepterer. Det tager 1 minut og vil hjlpe os med at forbedre vores supportwebsted. The pages are
then spiral bound with a clear acetate front cover and red card back cover, held together with a
strong white wire. Your manual will lay flat when open and will last for as long as your camera, with
a little bit of care. Manuals over 400 pages long may be supplied as more than one book. You may
download and use the Content solely for your personal, noncommercial use and at your own risks.
Canon shall not be held liable for any damages whatsoever in connection with the Content,
including, without limitation, indirect, consequential, exemplary or incidental damages. You shall
also not and shall not let others reproduce, modify, reformat or create derivative works from the
Content, in whole or in part. Tel 848 38200 466Tel 848 38200 466. Sporting a decent 14.1
megapixel resolution and 5x optical zoom, the A3200 also houses some nifty technology to help take
the best pictures possible. Priced with an SRP of 129, the Canon A3200 IS sits well in the
marketplace as a viable option but how does it perform in real life Despite the moderate zoom, the
Canon Powershot A3200 IS has an image stabiliser to steady your shots in low light where the
shutter speed may have dropped. It enables fast selection of often used features such as the
different shooting modes Program, Auto, Easy as well as a couple of quirky modes such as fish eye
effect, miniature and posterize.

Theres also a discreet mode and access to the scene modes. Its great fun taking self portraits in this
mode with the distortion it creates. The miniature mode will display a box on the screen which is the
area of the photograph in focus. It can be manipulated up and down the screen so you can adjust the
focal plane. The final picture looks good and its nice to see modes like this on an entry level camera.
Within the scene selection mode on the top dial, you can also choose the smart shutter mode which
will take a picture automatically when it sees a face in the frame. It will also explain what each
feature does with the hints and tips mode. If you dont want or like the hints and tips, they can be
switched off in the settings tab of the main menu. In this mode, which is selected on the command
dial on top of the camera, three options for light, saturation and colour temperature will be
displayed when you press the Function button in the middle of the navigation pad on the back. For
example, the first slider is for exposure and has the word Dark at one end and Light at the other.
The saturation option in the middle has Neutral on the left and Vivid on the right, while the colour
temperature option simply asks if you want the picture cool or warm. The great thing is it does it
real time for you so you dont have to take a picture to find out if its what you want. Theres also a
colour change mode for either adjusting, removing or prioritising colours. For more advanced
options and features, the main menu offers modes such as adjusting the AF frame size, adjusting the
digital zoom values and flash settings. It seems unusual that these two options would be put into an
out of the way menu when it would only extend the main menu by one extra line. Canon must have
their reasons though. It has a metal shell on a plastic chassis. Its a good size with all the controls
falling to our fingertips.

The plastic tripod bush will probably wear out earlier than a metal one but users of this camera will
be less likely to use one on a regular basis if at all. The builtin flash and high ISO1600 performance
means that the photographer using this camera will opt for those modes before investing in legs.
SDXC is the Extreme Capacity which starts at 32Gb and goes up to a theoretical maximum capacity
of 2Tb 2048Gb. In fact, throughout the test taking over 150 pictures and constantly reviewing on the
screen and taking video, the battery wasnt even half drained. Its a good performance like this that
bolsters the benefits of using lithium ion in a camera. There are pros and cons to both such as a
lithium ion battery running out on a day trip means the camera is useless, whereas you can buy AA



batteries from any newsagents. AA batteries dont last as long which means outlay is more expensive
for replacements. Canon powershot a3300 is user manual pdf download. Canon. Canon PowerShot
A3300 IS ini adalah kamera digital yang berspesifikasi dan. Canon Singapore Pte. Ltd. makes no
guarantees of any kind with regard to any programs, files, drivers or any other materials contained
on or. Carregamento do PDF de CANON PowerShot A3300 IS, Guia de utilizacao CANON PowerShot
A3300 IS, Manual de operacao CANON. Manual Gratis.com.pt. Canon gp405 service manual by
nazmi. For Canon Customer Support contacts, please see the customer support list.The A3300 IS
has a suggested asking price exactly 20 more than its. informative that Canon has chosen to bump
some manual control to the. Explore Canons complete range of digital compact cameras. Envolvida
num elegante corpo metalico, a PowerShot A3300 IS captura tudo com um detalhe. POWERSHOT
A3300 IS. File size 16539 KB. The Canon PowerShot A is a series of digital cameras released by
Canon. The Aseries is Canons. The Axx series that followed offered full manual control on most
models in a fairly bulky body.

Canon PowerShot A3300 IS, A3350 IS, A3200 IS, A2200. Til hojre kan du finde Canon PowerShot
A4050 IS manual. Hvis du. Canon NB8L Batteri Lader PowerShot A3300 IS, A3200 IS;
MyTrendyPhone. DKK119. The Canon Powershot A3300 IS is one of the best midrange cameras
ever. Canon PowerShot A3300 IS Digital Camera Manual Users Operating Guide. Seven white
balance modes are available on the Canon A3300 IS Auto, Manual, or five presets. The PowerShot
A3300 ISs builtin flash. 8 min Uploaded by jayfromdetroitPackage opening and unboxing of my new
camera. Another lost video from Dec 2011. Edit i. Its been a while since Ive taken a look at any of
Canons Aseries cameras.Canons had a steady flow of PowerShot cameras in the recent past and
their latest entrant is the A3300 IS. On video Canon PowerShot A3300IS. Canon Powershot A3300is
Manual, Canon Powershot A3300is Price. The easy to use Canon PowerShot A3300 IS equipped with
a high resolution 16 MP CCD sensor produces stunning quality photos for large. Daniel Bell reviews
the Canon PowerShot A3200 IS digital compact camera, the little brother to the recently reviewed
A3300 IS. Only the older. Canon PowerShot A3300 IS Digital Camera Pink 3.0 Amazon.co.uk
Camera. A3300 IS, you have the option of selecting from a range of manual shooting. Tenemos 76
Accesorios Canon Powershot A3300 IS en linea. Se encuentran. Por favor consulte el manual de su
aparato o consultenos directamente. Results 1 9 of 50. Our system has returned the following pages
from the Canon PowerShot A3300 IS data we have on file. Please use the box above to search for
any other. The Canon PowerShot A3300 IS offers up nice features and.View or download Canon
PowerShot A3300 IS User Guide Manual, Canon PowerShot A3300 IS Camera Manual will help you
with basic information and learn. Reviews; Canon PowerShot A3300 IS review.Firma Canon Inc. ani
jej podmioty zalezne.Canon PowerShot A3300 IS Camera Users Guide Manual Technical details
Operating Instructions.

Expert review of the Canon PowerShot A3300 IS camera with sample photos, test shots. So I have
Canon Powershot A3300IS camera and want to have as much manual control over it as possible. I
have got a hold on the firmware. If you need to have it serviced, this site is the best for the Canon
Powershots www. Thank you so much saved my powershot A3300 I bang it a few times on my. Canon
PowerShot A3300 IS, PowerShot A3350 IS, PowerShot A3200 IS. Comparing Sony Alpha A3000 vs
Canon PowerShot A3300 IS. 23.5 x 15.6mm, vs 6.17 x 4.62mm Canon PowerShot A3300 IS. Has
manual shutter speed.PowerShot A3300 IS er ikldt et elegant metalhus og tager fantastiske billeder
i 16. Canon PowerShot A3300 IS, caracteristicas, fotos, opiniones y precios de Canon.The Canon
PowerShot A3300 IS camera makes getting what you want remarkably easy. And it comes in five.
PSA3300IS english manual powershot a 3300 is. More details about Canon PowerShot ELPH310HS.
Canon PowerShot manual is the very first place you might wanna start in order to. PowerShot A3300
IS Canon PowerShot A3300 IS Digital Cameras Camera download pdf instruction manual and user
guide. CANON POWERSHOT A3300 IS 720 user review, mga pagsusuri at mga pagsubok, mga
katangian, CANON POWERSHOT A3300 IS presyo paghahambing. Cu un corp metalic elegant,



camera PowerShot A3300 IS captureaza totul in detalii.Canon A3300 IS Digital Camera, memory
card related issues. Hi, The manual lists the following SD cards compatible 4 GB SDHC Memory
Card 2 GB SD.The same as picture shown NO tool will be included. Packing Including One brand
new Camera. View and Download Canon PowerShot A3300 IS user manual online. User Guide.
PowerShot A3300 IS Digital Camera pdf manual download. This is the Manual Record screen. Canon
PowerShot A3300 IS Camara Digital Compacta 16 MP 3 pulgadas LCD.User manual for the device
Canon PowerShot A3300 IS. Online user manual database. PDF this Marshall MG30FX User Guide
owners manual instruction manual ontains reference.

Canon PowerShot A2200 manual user guide. The PowerShot A3300 IS features 720p video capture,
allowing you to record scenes in high. Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session.
Learn More You can read more about how we make money in ourAs the more observant of you may
have already noticed, the A3200 is available in a rather fetching pink finish, or indeed an assortment
of other bright colours, including aqua and bright orange. Traditionalists, meanwhile, can opt for the
plain silver finish. Small enough to be slipped into a trouser pocket or a handbag, the A3200 is ideal
for taking out to record various social gatherings with, from picnics in the park to nights down the
pub and parties.Thanks to its 5x zoom there’s enough there for more general daytoday photography
too, which affords the A3200 a bit more flexibility. It’s pretty slow at about 1fps maximum and the
sensitivity range is pegged at a rather meagre ISO 1600, but in other areas the diminutive little
Canon has plenty to offer casual photographers. This can be further extended to 20x using the
digital zoom option within the menu, although as this merely takes a crop from the sensor and
magnifies it, resolution and overall quality takes a massive hit. To be perfectly honest, you’re better
off switching the digital zoom off altogether and keeping it off permanently. Naturally enough given
the target audience, the vast majority are pointandshoot in nature, although there is a Program
mode that allows you some limited control over shooting settings. For starters, there’s a fully
Automatic mode that uses Canon’s iSAPS scene recognition technology to automatically select the
right scene mode, which sits alongside an easytouse Live View mode where onscreen sliders can be
used to effect the look of your image in realtime on the rear LCD screen.

Wrapping things up is a choice of 10 individual Scene modes, including a lowlight option and a
Discreet setting that turns the flash and various audio alerts off although, even then, the camera
isn’t entirely silent. The seventh offers a selection of Canon’s Creative Filters for immediate
incamera digital effects fun. With a choice of Fisheye, Miniaturisation, Toy Camera, Monochrome,
Super Vivid and Poster Effect the A3200 offers plenty of potential for individual expression without
the need for any Photoshop skills. It’s a rather pokey 2.7inch affair with a resolution of 230kdots,
which is actually quite standard for a compact at this price. It’s perfectly adequate for framing and
reviewing shots on, but you’ll need to view your images on a monitor to see any kind of detail. Away
from the control wheel the four buttons are slightly recessed into the body, which has the effect of
making accidental presses less likely, which is quite handy seeing as how your thumb rests over the
Playback button when holding the camera in shooting mode. Despite the mode dial being positioned
right in the upper right corner we didn’t find we accidentally jogged this while shooting thanks to a
sturdy, notched rotation action. Indeed, a large chunk of the incamera menu system is taken up with
the camera’s AF settings. We do like how the A3200 offers a quick sentence on what each function
does, and how the current setting will affect images. Flicking over to Continuous drive and the
A3200 manages a fraction over a frame a second, which again doesn’t make it particularly fast.
There is, however, no upper limit on the number of shots taken this way. A small orange AFAssist
light is built into the front of the camera, but it’s only really helpful when your subject is within close
range. If you don’t like it you can opt to switch it off. As might be expected, movie abilities are
somewhat limited with the A3200 able to record at a maximum 1,080 x 720 720p at 30fps, with
sound recorded in mono.



Incidentally, there isn’t a dedicated record button, instead you must turn the dial to the right setting
and press the normal shutter button. My Colours profiles can be assigned to video making it possible
to shoot in black and white for instance, and there’s also the option to apply the Miniaturisation
digital filter. In fact, by the time we’d shot 240 images, played around with the menus for about forty
minutes and run a slideshow of captured images to run for approximately half an hour with the
screen set to maximum brightness, we still had all but one of our battery bars left. Of course, by
using the My Colour profiles or Creative Filters, it’s possible to tweak the contrast, sharpness and
saturation levels to get them exactly as you want, but used in good light at low sensitivity settings,
and with the My Colour profile options switched off, images come out sharp and vibrant with
realistic colour. Metering is generally quite reliable although we did notice a slight tendency for it to
overexpose, thereby losing highlight detail. They’re undoubtedly a solid addition to a camera as
cheap as this and we suspect they will prove very popular with the kind of casual photographers the
A3200 is aimed at. Detail at lower sensitivity settings is pretty good, although at higher sensitivities
the effects of noise reduction lead to it being progressively smudged out. We also found that the lens
can suffer quite badly from purple or blue fringing on highcontrast borders. Noise is quite well
controlled up to and including ISO 400, but after this it does become noticeable and by the top
sensitivity setting of ISO 1600 images have become noticeably soft even when viewed well below
100%. The A3200 is easytouse, looks good and delivers good image quality for the money. In fact,
compared many other cheap and even some midrange compacts, the A3200 is more than able to
hold its own, delivering consistently crisp and colourful images.

Of course, it’s by no means perfect and it’s also very slow, but if you’re looking for a cheap compact
that punches above its weight, then this, for the time being at least, is a good starting point. You can
read more about how we make money in ourWe use industry standard tests in order to compare
features properly. We’ll always tell you what we find. We never, ever accept money to review a
product. In January 2011, Canon announced the A3300 IS and A3200 IS as replacements for the
A3100 IS and A3000 IS in the Powershot range. On test here is the Canon Powershot A3200 IS
which has more pixels and optical zoom than its predecessors, although it does have a lower
resolution sensor and smaller screen than the A3300 IS.On the rear is a 2.7inch LCD screen and on
top of the camera is a mode dial. As well as Smart Auto and Easy modes there are a number of scene
modes available to help take the best pictures possible. As well as these there is a mode dial, similar
to what you would see on a DSLR. This makes it really easy to switch between the various modes on
the camera, such as Program, Live, Auto, Easy, Scene, Filters, Discrete and Movie. There is also a
dedicated button for Face Detection on the rear. This is slightly more that what is expected from the
battery when used in the A3300 IS. During testing the battery was more than capable of a couple of
days shooting without charging. Canon claim the camera is capable of 0.8fps in continuous shooting
mode. During testing, in P mode the camera shot at 0.7fps and in low light mode it is capable of
2.7fps. In Macro mode the camera can focus from just 3cm away from a subject and the images
produced are excellent, as you can see in the picture of the flower below. At ISO200 it is clear that
noise is starting to creep in, getting slightly worse at ISO400. Image quality starts to suffer at
ISO800 with a lot of noise in images at ISO1600.

Detail is lost in the pictures at high ISOs but the colours dont suffer much at all, so using a high ISO
isnt too much to worry about. The Low Light mode takes sharp images even without the flash which
makes it a good camera to take round a museum where the flash may disturb other visitors although
the image size is limited to 3.5 megapixel. The A3200 IS is capable of taking good portrait pictures
with pleasing skin tones whether using the flash or not, although there is a tendency for a touch of
redeye when using the flash. Below is a sample of images taken using some of the modes. There is
also an option to take a HD Miniature Effect video at 6fps, 3fps and 1.5 fps. The mode dial makes
using the camera even easier than most compact cameras and the filters make it really easy to add
that extra bit of creativity to your images. The Canon PowerShot A3200 IS comes recommended by



ePHOTOzine. Also what is this IS really means technically.Can some one help me. Thanks. Also what
is this IS really means technically.Can some one help me. Thanks. Thanks. Josh. Only the older
Powershot A series models do. Thanks Josh No, Canon cameras dont yet feature this. New to
ePHOTOzine Join Today! By using our service, you agree to our use of cookies. OK Learn more. This
page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.Access your account, or create a new account, click here to get started. Subject to
change without notice. Canon, DIGIC, ELPH, PIXMA, and PowerShot and SELPHY are registered
trademarks of Canon Inc.Mac is a trademark of Apple, Inc., registered in the United States and other
countries.

Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size
Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size The
Product purchased with this limited warranty is the only PowerShot Digital Camera to which this
limited warranty applies. Warranty exchange or replacement does not extend the original warranty
period of the Product.The sole warranty, if any, with the respect to such nonCanon brand items is
given by the manufacturer or producer thereof. This limited warranty covers all defects encountered
in normal use of the Products, and does not apply in the following cases A Canon Customer Care
representative will attempt to diagnose the nature of the problem and correct it over the telephone.
If the problem cannot be corrected over the telephone, you will be asked to follow the applicable
procedures for MAILIN SERVICE. Note that a dated proof of purchase is required at the time of
service. MAILIN SERVICE is a program under which your Product is repaired by a Canon U.S.A. or a
Canon Canada authorized service center for the Product. You will be given the name, address and
phone number of an authorized service center. It is your responsibility to properly package and send
the defective Product, together with a copy of your dated proof of purchase, a complete explanation
of the problem and a return address to the authorized service center at your expense. Do not include
any other items with the defective Product. The Product covered by this limited warranty and proven
to be defective upon inspection will be repaired and returned to you without charge by the
authorized service center. Any Product received by the authorized service center that is not covered
by the limited warranty will be returned unrepaired, or at the discretion of the authorized service
center, you may receive a written estimate of repair at such cost as the service center may establish
from time to time.


